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WHAT AGE? 
     by John Oliver Simon 
 
What age would you be, Isabella asks me 
from the booster as we turn on 45th, 
if you could be any age? She thinks 15 
as representing height of teenage freedom. 
 
I shudder, remembering 15. Diving  
under the underpass where an elderly  
homeless gentleman makes his humble abode 
sleeping directly under traffic’s thunder, 
 
I say maybe my sixties, when I still had 
vigor to travel and had learned something or  
other, not what I’m learning now. I tell her 
 
actually these last nine years have been the best 
since she happened along. She makes no comment. 
Comfortable silence, rolling toward the red light.  
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Good afternoon, all---dear friends and loved ones.  
 
We are here to celebrate the life of our friend, father, mentor, poet buddy and teacher,—John Oliver 

Simon,  an outrageous, courageous fun loving curmudgeon. 

 

The fellow who embodied the generous embrace of poetry,  who could pull the words out of you when 

you perhaps thought there were none. 

 

We are here to remember to honor how he has touched us, all of us individually---and all of us together -

--his posse,  his gang,  JOS friends and family--- he now has us come together to laugh and cry   and 

figure out what really matters. 

 

Perhaps poetry// perhaps love perhaps family and language and the twists and turns of 

his wondrous life --- he  lived  as   Denise Levertov’s, “ poet in the world”. 

 

I mostly know John as the champion of poetry and children, going after grants and insisting teachers 

find the time, principals PTAs and school boards find the money for our Cal Poets in the Schools 

workshops.       About 40 some odd years ago,  I found CPITS  and considering I was a hippie ---and 

hippie values had to do with sharing one’s  personal resources --- celebrating the voices of the land,  the 

many languages and common images we share  while discovering what empowers us  –to become that  

poet in the world   and so I found CPITS  and director Carol Lee Sanchez connected me to John. 

 

I was living on 40th St. Temescal---- not  ar from here in Spring 1977.... and perhaps as they say the rest 

is history ----as we went on a tear throughout East Bay schools in Berkeley Oakland Walnut Creek, San 

Ramon, Dublin, Lafayette ,Pleasanton  spreading the gospel of poets teaching poetry to children, 

sharing their process in classrooms through out California. 

 

We will never forget--- and he loved to remind me about that day: we were  walking through the halls of 

what appeared surreal for an elementary school, the old cavernous Emerson and a caterpillar-like 

functionary administrator says to us,  in her best Alice in Wonderland imitation, perfectly serious who 

are you     --- and we just bust out laughing ..... 
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In his memorable novel, Lewis Carroll  writes:    

“Who are YOU?" said the Caterpillar. 
This was not an encouraging opening for a conversation. Alice replied, rather shyly, “I-I hardly 
know, sir, just at present – at least I know who I WAS when I got up this morning, but I think I must 
have been changed several times since then."   How puzzling all these changes are! I’m never sure 
what I’m going to be, from one minute to another.  

John’s poetry and life has all those images of paradox, transformation, and literary leaping while his 

work is so very much grounded in the earth,  as John was often shape-shifting before our eyes, 

scribbling in his famous blue notebooks.   

John was consistent in his devotion to his garden, his cats, to his multi-layered families, his diverse 

collections of friends, and daughters Lorelei and Kia, and more recently to his ebullient granddaughter 

and muse, Tesla Rose ---and new wife Susie; yes, and some of us remember how often he loved to 

charm the attention of women, flirting, of course--- mostly kind and respectful.    And as a beautiful and 

considerate man,  most women would admit they loved his attention.    

 

And he surely loved to goof around with the guys---while he so much enjoyed teasing all of us about 

what a “jock” he was, his hours of biking, hiking and martial arts.  But he knew how to laugh at himself, 

so silly and so serious.  But anybody who was game could join him in Frisbee, hitting a baseball, taking 

in a Giants game, or just going out to the park to toss the ball around.  

 

John’s maintained fiercely---his stunning indefatigable and unwavering stance that poetry connected us 

to learning about one another, all peoples and times through poetry so that he created the California 

Heritage Poetry Curriculum-- funded by the California Council on the Humanities  using the three 

galleries of the Oakland Museum :  Arts, History and Natural Science to take many classes of Oakland 

5th and 6th graders,  and then high school students to the museum to generate poetry.  In this program, 

poets collaborated with scholars and teachers to create a series of poetry lessons based upon the exhibit 

content.  

 

In the Oakland Museum newsletter, published March 1986, John asserted “Poetry comes out of our own 

lives and hearts...we look for ways to help the kids find the way to get where the most powerful part of 

them is living, and help them to see it, shape it, get on good terms with it, and express it on the page” . 
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He could dwell in Keats’ negative capability ---in the uncertainties, doubt and mystery without the 

irritable reaching for fact or reason; as he would instruct his students during free-writes --don’t think 

too hard just //write whatever comes into your mind and you can shape it later...    He embraced poetry 

in all languages, particularly in Spanish, as many of you know his translations, his cascading love of 

images, cultures and rhythm, his life of words ---a waterfall an endless trek of poetry, and that often 

poets begin with a sense of place,  and as Wallace Stevens observed,  the poet feels abundantly the 

poetry of everything.  

 

So that his own poems were essays, melodic lyrical and rhythmic meditations and containers for any 

subject or emotion or connection that would sneak in—like the words themselves, details and 

associations...and he would encourage that his young poetry students,  and all the adult poets he 

mentored towards their career as poet-teachers--to allow themselves the same open-mindedness on the 

page—to discover their immense universe,  our shared humanity :   how large we are,  how small. 

 
I’d like to share the following that were published in In the CPITs 2015 anthology, My Mouth the 
Galaxy, edited by our colleague Blake More with a forward by Genny Lim. 
 

This poem is from a kindergartner in Emerson School in Oakland, and he likely took dictation as the 

child recited. It’s entitled, 

“Like the sun in my poem”.   

Like the sun in my poem 
My heart is shining bright 
Like the sun in my poem 
My life is my beautiful,  
loving poem that makes 
the sun shine so bright 
that butterflies’ wings 
glow with happiness 
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and John’s poem “Palabras” 

 
Palabras 
I teach high school kids the Milky Way’s coiled up 
at the base of the reptile brain. They decode 
my palate’s normal class and hiss, retaining 
a few outstanding memories the size of 
 

California Mountains no longer snowy,  
no longer the range of light. Bring me my sword, 
my blue wings that soar from here to farms on Mars. 
A mouse’s cage might so for a chariot. 
 
My attitude goes east into the kitchen 
where wicked dollars vanish at the circus 
and butterflies whistle in a minor key. 
 
My shoes refuse amphibian compliance 
My throat’s only myself, the thunder’s whisper, 
the tide’s precision of rainbow syllables. 
 
 

John taught us all that the language of poetry forces us to imagine and hold on to one another, as well as 

to explore the world and words, and express and discover the means to be human...as E.M. Forster said-- 

and John’s life and his legacy have exemplified ---- “Only Connect”. 

 

Love and blessings to all of us; we will never forget you John.  Good night, sweet prince. 

 

~Tobey Kaplan, Jan-Feb 2018 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


